
Applications
We applied SAKE to different PET dataset: L-[1-11C]Leucine, [11C]Way100635, [11C](R)-
Rolipram, [11C]MDL100907, [18F]FDG both region- and voxel-wise. Depending on the chosen
type of analysis and on the ir/reversibility of tracer uptake, SAKE returned reliable estimates for
the volume of distribution (VT) or the uptake of the tracer in the tissue (Ki), the blood volume
(VB) in agreement with those reported in literature (Figure). Moreover, it provided the data
model-fit, the Residual Sum of Squares and the spectra of the identified kinetic components.
For these tracers, the default settings (grid and number of components, passband, …) were
defined as described in [1-4].

SAKE is a computer application for PET quantification which
makes it easier the integration of the state of the art SA
algorithms as well as the handling of the results. Following an
intuitive scheme, SAKE can be used by expert and not expert ICT
users. We hope that this tool will contribute to spread the use of
SA quantification approaches.
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Background
Spectral Analysis (SA) [1] is a very powerful data-driven PET quantification method, based
on an input-output model, which allows to identify kinetic components of the tissue tracer
activity without specific model assumptions. These characteristics make it a high
informative investigative tool for the development of novel PET tracer models as well as a
robust and fast alternative quantification approach to compartmental analysis. Despite its
applicability to various PET tracers, its implementation is not straightforward and its
utilization has been limited especially by the lack of an user-friendly application.

FIGURE 1. SAKE Graphic User Interface. Application of SA algorithms
is supervised in order to simplify their utilization.

The potential of Spectral Analysis
What is SAKE
SAKE (Spectral Analysis Kinetic Estimation) is a software for the elaboration of
PET data through the main SA methods [1-3], aiming to offer a complete tool
usable also by people with limited computer knowledge but with high interest
in SA, by providing a unified pipeline of analysis from preprocessing to result
visualization.
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Contact information

SAKE is a stand-alone independent open source application freely available at
https:\\bio.dei.unipd.it\sake. SAKE works through a Graphical User Interface (GUI),
and it has been developed as a stand-alone application, working under Windows and
Linux, both 32- and 64- bit. SAKE integrates within the same environment standard and
filtered SA versions by providing a unified pipeline of analysis from preprocessing to
result visualization. SAKE does not require the use of any computer toolbox, like
Matlab or other computing environments.

Tools in SAKE SAKE pipeline is constituted by three independent blocks of analysis, applicable both region- and voxel-wise

PREPROCESSING BLOCK
To elaborate the raw outcomes from a PET exam
preliminarily to the quantification. It performs
modeling (based on sum of exponential functions)
and delay correction for arterial input function data,
as well as decay correction (for [11C], [18F] and
[15O] isotopes) for all kinds of PET measures. It also
allows to performed the summed dynamic PET
image over time.

QUANTIFICATION BLOCK
To perform the main SA algorithms: Standard, Rank-
Shaping and Iterative Filter, developed and already
validated in [1, 2, 3] respectively. SAKE returns
estimates for the volume of distribution (VT), the
blood volume (VB), the net uptake of the tracer in
the tissue (Ki) and their precision (as Coefficient of
Variation).

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS BLOCK
To manage the results in terms of model fit to the
data, estimated spectra through which computing
the impulsive response function of the system of
interest, and parameter estimates.
Analysis can be performed at both region and voxel
level and the results exported in a pdf file.
Supplementary materials are also available for
expert users.

FIGURE 2. Panels A and B represent respectively plasma and blood data
time-activity curves (full circles) for [11C](R)-rolipram and arterial
model fits for both curves (solid lines). Panel C represents the plasma
and curves overlapped. As default SAKE applies a segmented arterial
model y(t) defined as follows:
 y (t)= 0 with 0<t<t0;
 y(t)=mt+q with t0<t<tpeak

 y(t)=A*exp(-at)+B*exp(-at)+C*exp(-ct) with t>tpeak

where t0 represents the arterial delay and tpeak represents the time of
arterial peak. Moreover y(tpeak) is assumed to be equal to the
maximum of arterial samples.

FIGURE 3. Results obtained with standard SA region-wise applied on
[11C](R)-rolipram data. Panels A and B represent the time scan interval
and the Noise Standard Deviation respectively. In Panel C the
parameters estimated by standard SA analysis (WRSS, RSS, VT and VB)
are reported for pallidum, brain-stem and hippocampus, along with the
number of SA components detected (Order). Being [11C](R)-rolipram a
reversible tracer, Ki (ml/g/min) estimates are null. Panel D represents
the raw data time-activity curves for these regions (full circles) and
their SA model fits (solid lines). Panel E represents the spectra of the
identified kinetic components.

FIGURE 4. Panels A, B and C represent respectively coronal, saggital
and axial orientation views of VT map obtained with standard SA on a
[11C]-WAY100635 PET image. Panel D represents raw data time-
activity (red dots) curve and SA model fit (blue solid line) in a
representative voxel. The parameters estimated for the particular voxel
are reported above panel D (VT 3.5 ml/g, Vb 0.08) along with the
number of SA components detected (Kinetic Order: 2). Being [11C]-
WAY100635 a reversible tracer, Ki (ml/g/min) estimates are null.

Conclusions


